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Experimental Procedures



Animals
C57BL/6 Mice:

● Source: Charles River Laboratories
● Gender: Female
● Age: Post-natal Day 48 (P48)
● Number of Mice: 10
● RmTBI and Sham Injury groups each assigned 5 Mice

RmTBI and Sham Injury Delivery
Lateral Impact Model:

1. Mouse anesthetized for 15 seconds using 5% isoflurane
2. Mouse placed in prone position inside Gothenburg Impactor Device

a. Left side of head beside a sheet of metal (used to simulate a “helmet”)
3. 50g cylindrical projectile fired at head of mouse five times at 24 hour intervals

a. Speed of projectile: 5m/s ± 0.2m/s
b. “Helmet” distributes force onto lateral surface of head
c. Force causes mouse to accelerate away from initial position, turn 180°, and then

rapidly decelerate (see diagram below)
Sham Injury Delivery: steps 1-3 repeated, but without firing a projectile at the mouse

● Intended to minimize effects of confounding variables (neurological effects of anesthesia,
stress caused by environmental factors)

Tissue Fixation
1. On Post-injury day 5 (PID 5) mice anesthetized using 5% isoflurane
2. Mice euthanized using an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital solution

(0.05mL of 240 mg/mL solution)
3. Transcardial Perfusion: ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pumped through mice

circulatory systems to remove all the blood
4. 4% paraformaldehyde perfused through mice to fix the tissue and avoid degeneration in

the future
5. Brains stored in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution for 24 hours
6. Brains transferred to 30% sucrose solution at 4℃ for storage



Cryosectioning
● Leica HM550 cryostat/microtome used (see below)

1. Brain freezed using optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound onto circular stand
compatible with cryostat

a. OCT freezes at -20℃
2. Stand placed onto specimen clamp on cryostat and angle of clamp adjusted to line up

with blade as needed
3. Slice thickness set to 40µm on control panel
4. Handle rotated clockwise to cut brain into 40µm-thick coronal (front-to-back) slices
5. Each brain slice transferred to six-well plate filled with PBS

a. Serial sectioning used to gain an accurate representation of the brain (each
consecutive brain slice transferred to a different well, and then repeated when all
six wells filled, starting again from first well)

6. Brain slices transferred to antifreeze solution
a. Antifreeze Solution: 30% ethylene glycol, 20% glycerol, 1x PBS + pH 7.4

7. Brain slices in antifreeze stored at 20℃

Immunohistochemistry
● Immunohistochemistry (IHC): staining technique which uses specific binding between

antigens and antibodies to visualize target antigens
● Indirect Immunofluorescence used:



○ Primary antibody tags target antigen
○ Secondary antibody conjugated to a fluorophore (fluorescent molecule) tags

primary antibody
○ Fluorophore visible underneath confocal fluorescence microscope

Blocking:
● Block non-specific binding sites (epitopes) on antigens where antibodies may erroneously

bind to and increase background fluorescence
● Increase signal-to-noise ratio

○ “Signal”=target antigens (C1q and C3)
○ “Noise”=background fluorescence (non-target antigens)

1. Blocking solution created using PBS, 10% donkey serum, 5% bovine serum albumin
(BSA), cold fish skin gelatin, and 0.25% triton X-100

a. Triton X-100 permeabilizes membranes of cells, allowing primary antibodies to
access the interior of the cell more easily

2. Brain slices incubated in blocking solution
Primary Antibody Incubation:

● Primary Antibodies:
○ C1q: rabbit ɑ-C1q (Abcam, catalog # ab182451)
○ C3: goat ɑ-C3 (MP Biomedicals, catalog # ICN55730)

■ Primary antibodies must have different host from sample (mouse) - if
primary antibody and sample have the same host, the secondary antibody
(raised against a primary antibody produced by that host) may erroneously
bind to other binding sites in the sample, increasing background
fluorescence

● Primary Antibody Solution (buffer) - same solution used for both C1q and C3: PBS, 5%
bovine serum albumin (BSA), cold fish skin gelatin, triton X-100

○ Primary antibody diluted in buffer to:
■ C1q: 1:100 concentration
■ C3: 1:250 concentration



○ Dilution in buffer stabilizes antibody, promotes its uniform diffusion across the
tissue, and discourages nonspecific binding

1. Primary antibody solution moved to well plate using pipette
2. Primary antibodies moved to well plate using pipette

a. One well maintained as a negative control (primary antibodies not introduced) in
order to observe background fluorescence

3. Brain slices transferred to well plate and incubated in primary antibody solution at 4℃
overnight

4. Brain slices washed five times at 10 minute intervals using phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) and 4% paraformaldehyde

a. Washing rinses out primary antibodies weakly bound to nonspecific sites and
unbound primary antibodies

Secondary Antibody Incubation + DAPI Counterstaining
● Secondary Antibodies:

○ Rabbit ɑ-C1q: donkey ɑ-rabbit (Thermo Fisher, catalog # A10042)
○ Goat ɑ-C3: donkey ɑ-goat (Thermo Fisher, catalog # A32849)
○ Secondary antibodies must have different host from primary antibodies - if the

secondary and primary antibodies had the same host, they would not recognize
each other and thus not bind to each other

● Fluorophores:
○ Donkey ɑ-rabbit: AF568
○ Donkey ɑ-goat: AF 647

● Secondary Antibody Solution (buffer) - same for both C1q and C3: PBS, 5% bovine
serum albumin (BSA), cold fish skin gelatin, triton X-100

○ Secondary antibodies diluted in buffer to:
■ C1q: 1:500 concentration
■ C3: 1:500 concentration

● Counterstaining: Provide contrast to primary stain
○ Stain: 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)

■ Stains cell nuclei to provide contrast for principal stain (stain performed
on complement proteins using the antibodies)

1. Secondary antibody solution moved to well plate using pipette
2. Secondary antibodies moved to well plate using pipette
3. Brain slices transferred to well plate
4. DAPI counterstain added to secondary antibody solution at dilution of 1:1000
5. Brain slices incubated in secondary antibody solution at 4℃ overnight
6. Brain slices washed five times at 10 minute intervals using phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS) and 4% paraformaldehyde
7. Washed brain slices stored in PBS at 4℃ until mounting



Mounting:
● Each slide contains six brain slices (two rows of three slices) obtained from serial

sections
1. Brain slices mounted onto side of slide with rough end
2. Slide submerged (excluding white end) in PBS (contains brain slices)
3. Side which brain slices naturally orient to observed (this side will be mounted facing up)
4. Samples mounted onto slide

a. Push rather than pull on brain slices
b. Push down on brain slices to remove bubbles

5. Slides dried out after all samples mounted
6. Pipette used to apply fluid onto slide

a. Pushed down then released to draw fluid
b. Steady pressure applied to release droplets of fluid onto slide

7. Slide cover placed on at an angle to prevent bubbles from being trapped

Imaging (Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy)
● ZEISS Celldiscoverer 7 confocal fluorescence microscope used

○ Confocal fluorescence microscopy creates higher resolution images (especially in
the z-axis) by restricting light emitted from the sample to a pinhole, only allowing
in-focus light from the focal plane to be captured and making it less likely for
scattered light from above or below the focal plane to be captured

■ This is in contrast to widefield microscopy, the other type of light
microscopy, where both out-of-focus and in-focus light is captured,
resulting in more blurry images

○ Three slides can be imaged at the same time
○ Exposure of samples to light must be minimized in order to avoid photobleaching

(repeated excitation of electrons in fluorophore weakens light emitted by
fluorophore)

1. Set of three slides placed inside microscope
2. Imaging region (motor cortex) delineated in each brain slice using a tiling function

a. Each region about three blocks in size
3. Images for DAPI, AF568 (C1q), and AF647 (C3) selected

a. Imaging Parameters:
i. General: 20X magnification (0.95 numerical aperture objective, or NA

objective), 2048 X 2048 pixel resolution, and bidirectional scanning
ii. DAPI: excited using a 405nm excitation laser at 2% power, and light

collected through a pinhole at a size of 2 AU (airy units)
iii. AF568: excited using a 561nm excitation laser at 1% power, and light

collected through a pinhole at a size of 1AU
iv. AF647: excited using a 640nm excitation laser at 1% power, and light

collected through a pinhole at a size of 1 AU



4. Confocal z-stacks (collection of 2D images from multiple focal planes to create a 3D
image) obtained at 1.5µm intervals

a. Z-stacks centred in order to capture full thickness of tissue
b. Each imaging cycle (three slides) took around 50 minutes to complete

● Three images (DAPI, AF568, and AF647) produced for each brain slice
● Images underwent maximum intensity projection to collapse the 3D-stack into a single

2D image and were exported as TIFF files labelled with corresponding mouse and brain
slice number (eg. brain slice number 1 from mouse number 1 → scene-1-#1-MC)

○ Treatment type excluded from label to avoid bias during image analysis
○ Each mouse had three brain slices/images

Image Analysis
● Fiji image processing package used to obtain complement protein count:

● Imaging parameters must be kept consistent between all images for each protein
○ Parameter values may vary between cohorts

1. Images converted from RGB TIFFs to 8-bit TIFFs
2. Image scale changed (analyze→set scale)

a. Unit of length: mm
b. Distance in pixels: 5263
c. Known distance: 1.00
d. Pixel aspect ratio: 1.00

●
3. Brightness & contrast of image adjusted (ctrl-shift-C or image→adjust→brightness &

contrast)
a. “Auto”
b. “Set” (min-max):

i. C1q: 2-25
ii. C3: 0-25



●
4. Image despeckled (process→noise→despeckle)
5. Background subtracting performed on image (process→subtract background)

a. Select: sliding paraboloid, preview
b. Rolling ball radius

i. C1q: 1.5px
ii. C3: 20px

●
6. Image converted to 8-bit/grayscale (image→type→8-bit)
7. Thresholding performed on image (image→adjust→threshold)

a. Select: B&W (black&white)
b. Threshold Range:

i. C1q: 45-225
ii. C3: 20-255



●
8. *Measurements for image analysis set (analyze→set measurements)

a. Select: area, display label

●
9. *Area of image calculated (ctrl-M)

a. Area given in mm^2
● Example of results:

10. Number of proteins in image/“particle count” calculated (analyze → analyze particles)
a. Size:

i. C1q: 3.5-infinity
ii. C3: 3.5-infinity

b. Select: pixel units
c. Show: overlay masks
d. Select: summarize



●
● Example of results:

*Only needs to be performed once

Data Organization/Refinement
Volume, Density, and Average Calculations for Each Image:

● Image area (mm^2) and particles count data organized into spreadsheet beside
corresponding mouse and brain slice number

○ Image area constant for all images
○ C1q and C3 data separated into different tables

1. Image volume (mm^3) calculated for each brain slice
a. Formula: volume = area*(35/1000)

i. Depth of image (from microscope): 35µm = 35/1000mm
2. Particles density (particles/mm^3) calculated for each brain slice

a. Formula: volume = particles count/volume
3. Particle density average (particles/mm^3) calculated for each mouse

a. Each mouse has three brain slices/images
b. Formula: particle density average = ∑particle density/3

4. Steps 1-3 repeated for other protein



● Example of data table (C3):

Checking for Outliers Within Each Mouse
1. First and third quartiles of particle densities calculated for each mouse

a. Formula:
i. 1st quartile (Q1) = QUARTILE.INC(particle density for brain slice

1:particle density for brain slice 3,1)
ii. 3rd quartile (Q3) = QUARTILE.INC(particle density for brain slice

1:particle density for brain slice 3,3)
2. Interquartile range of particle densities calculated for each mouse

a. Formula: interquartile range (IQR) = Q3-Q1
3. Upper and lower bounds of particle densities calculated for each mouse

a. Formula:
i. Upper bound = Q3+IQR*1.5
ii. Lower bound = Q1-IQR*1.5

4. Determined whether particle densities of any of the brain slices were outliers
a. Formula = OR(particle density<lower bound,particle density>upper bound)

i. Eg. OR(F3<$J$5,F3>$K$5)
1. “$”: absolute cell reference - prevents cell from changing when

formula is copied and pasted
b. Cell stated either “TRUE” or “FALSE”

i. “TRUE”: particle density was outside the range and was an outlier
ii. “FALSE”: particle density was within the range and was not an outlier

c. If a particle density is an outlier, it was excluded from the average for the
corresponding mouse

5. Repeated steps 1-4 for other protein
● Example of data table after checking for outliers within each mouse (C3):

Checking for Outliers Within Each Protein Group



1. Mice sorted into RmTBI and sham injury groups and corresponding particle density
averages recorded into a spreadsheet

a. The RmTBI group was denoted by “1” and the sham injury group was denoted by
“0”

2. First and third quartiles of average particle densities calculated for each injury group
(RmTBI or sham)

3. Interquartile range of average particle densities calculated for each injury group
4. Upper and lower bounds of average particle densities calculated for each injury group
5. Determined whether any of the average particle densities were outliers

a. Outliers excluded from the group average
6. Steps 1-5 repeated for other protein
● Example of data table after sorting mice based on treatment and checking for outliers

within each injury group (C3):

*Grey cell denotes that staining for that particular mouse failed and thus its data was not
used

Statistical Analysis
t-Test and Graphing (Manual):

● Two-sample two-tailed t-test used:
○ Two-sample (independent) t-test: used when two different populations are present
○ Two-tailed t-test: used when experiment only wants to determine if means of the

two selected populations are different from each other (as opposed to if
experiment wants to determine if the mean of one population is greater/less than
that of the other population - an one-tailed t-test use in this case)



● Formula for two-sample t-test:

○ In this experiment:
■ Population 1: RmTBI group
■ Population 2: sham injury group
■ 95% confidence interval used - 95% probability that a value will fall

within the range produced by the confidence interval (calculated using
t-value)

■ Level of significance (ɑ) - probability of obtaining a difference due to
chance: 0.05

● ɑ = 1-0.95
■ Degrees of freedom (df)

● Formula: df (for a two-sample t-test) = n1+n2-2
○ Conditions for a t-test:

■ Samples are randomly selected
■ Samples are independent of each other
■ Sample distribution is roughly normal about the mean

1. Formulate null hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (Ha)

a.
i. μ1: mean of population 1 (RmTBI group)
ii. μ2: mean of population 2 (sham injury group)

2. Calculate t-value using collected data
a. t-value can be negative

3. Calculate p-value (t-value=t)
a. p-value: the probability of sample (mouse) having a value (average particles

density) t units below or above the mean



i. P(|average particle density|>t) = p-value
ii. Formula:

1. If t<0: p-value = 2*tcdf(-1*10^99,t,df)
2. If t>0: p-value = 2*tcdf(t,1*10^99,df)

iii. tcdf (Student’s t cumulative distribution function): can be found in
graphing calculator

1. tcdf(lower bound,upper bound,degrees of freedom)
2. As tcdf only calculates the probability of a sample having a value

below (or above) the mean, 2*tcdf to obtain the p-value
a. Since the data is assumed to be normally distributed,

tcdf(-1*10^99,t,df) = tcdf(t,1*10^99,df)
b. Distribution of data for a two-tailed t-test:

4. The confidence interval can also be calculated if desired (although it is not necessary for
this experiment)

a. Formula:

5. Conclusion: compare p-value to level of significance (ɑ)



a. If p>ɑ: reject null hypothesis, accept alternative hypothesis → there is a
statistically significant difference between the means of the two populations

b. If p<ɑ: cannot reject null hypothesis → there is no statistically significant
difference between the means of the two populations

6. Calculate the standard error of the mean (SEM) for each group:
a. Formula for true SEM using population standard deviation (σ):

i. σ = population standard deviation
ii. n = sample size
iii. Formula for population standard deviation:

iv. This formula cannot be used, as the population mean (μ) is unknown; the
SEM must be estimated instead using an alternative formula

b. Formula for estimated SEM using sample standard deviation (s):

i. s = sample standard deviation
ii. n = sample size
iii. Formula for sample standard deviation (s):

1. x i = data point
2. x bar = sample mean
3. n = sample size

7. Calculate the range of the error bars for the graph using the SEM
a. Error bars: sample mean ± SEM



8. Graph the data using the appropriate sample mean and error bars
a. If the error bars overlap, there is no statistically significant difference in particle

density between the two groups
b. If the error bars do not overlap, there is a statistically significant difference in

particle density between the two groups
9. Repeat steps 1-8 for other protein

t-Test and Graphing (Digital):
● GraphPad Prism program used
1. Choose: Column (1 independent variables) v.s. Grouped (2 independent variables)
2. Average particle densities for C1q and C3 from each mice inputted into separate sheets

a. Separate data into RmTBI and sham injury groups for each sheet
3. Normality and lognormality test performed (data passed if at least one “yes” was

displayed)
4. Choose: Unpaired v.s. Paired Data
5. Choose: Assume both populations have same standard deviation v.s. Welch’s correction

(do not assume populations have standard deviation)
6. Confidence level selected as 95%
7. Perform t-test function → results show whether there is a statistically significant

difference between the means of the two groups
a. Example of digital t-test results (C3):

8. Graph data with standard deviation (SD) or standard error of the mean (SEM)



a. Example of graph (C3):



Information on Antibodies and Conjugates Used in Experiment (Source: Abcam, Thermo
Fisher, and MP Biomedicals)

Primary Antibodies:
● Rabbit ɑ-C1q (Abcam)

○ Catalog Number: ab182451
■ Product:

https://www.abcam.com/products/primary-antibodies/c1q-antibody-48-ab1
82451.html

○ Host: Rabbit
○ Isotype: IgG
○ Species Reactivity: Mouse
○ Class: Monoclonal

■ Produced Recombinantly
○ Immunogen: Human Complement C1q
○ Storage:

■ Buffer: 0.01% Sodium azide, 99% PBS, pH 7.2
■ Conditions: store at 4°C short term, store at -20°C long term, avoid

freeze/thaw cycles
● Goat ɑ-C3 (MP Biomedicals)

○ Catalog Number: ICN55730
■ Product:

https://www.fishersci.com/shop/products/anti-complement-c3-polyclonal-
ab-5-mp-biomedicals/ICN55730

○ Host: Goat
○ Species Reactivity: Mouse
○ Class: Polyclonal

Secondary Antibodies:
● Donkey ɑ-rabbit AF568 (Thermo Fisher)

○ Catalog Number: A10042
■ Product:

https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Rabbit-IgG-
H-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A10042

○ Host: Donkey
○ Isotype: IgG
○ Species Reactivity: Rabbit
○ Class: Polyclonal
○ Immunogen: Gamma Immunoglobulin
○ Storage Conditions:

https://www.abcam.com/products/primary-antibodies/c1q-antibody-48-ab182451.html
https://www.abcam.com/products/primary-antibodies/c1q-antibody-48-ab182451.html
https://www.fishersci.com/shop/products/anti-complement-c3-polyclonal-ab-5-mp-biomedicals/ICN55730
https://www.fishersci.com/shop/products/anti-complement-c3-polyclonal-ab-5-mp-biomedicals/ICN55730
https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Rabbit-IgG-H-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A10042
https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Rabbit-IgG-H-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A10042


■ Buffer: PBS, pH 7.5
■ Conditions: 4℃, in dark

○ Cross Adsorption: against bovine, chicken, goat, guinea pig, hamster, horse,
human, mouse, rat, and sheep serum

○ Form: Whole Antibody
● Donkey ɑ-goat AF 647 (Thermo Fisher)

○ Catalog Number: A32849
■ Product:

https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Goat-IgG-H
-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A32849

○ Host: Donkey
○ Isotype: IgG
○ Species Reactivity: Goat
○ Class: Polyclonal
○ Immunogen: Gamma Immunoglobulin
○ Storage Conditions:

■ Buffer: PBS, pH 7.5
■ Conditions: 4℃, in dark

○ Cross Adsorption: against human IgG, mouse IgG, rabbit IgG, rat IgG, and
non-immunoglobulin goat serum

○ Form: Whole Antibody

Fluorophores*:
● Alexa Fluor 568 (Thermo Fisher)

○ Colour: Orange-Fluorescent
○ Laser Line Wavelength: 568 nm
○ Excitation Wavelength Max: 578 nm
○ Emission Wavelength Max: 603 nm
○ Initial Brightness (per ThermoFisher Scientific): 4

● Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermo Fisher)
○ Colour: Far Red-Fluorescent
○ Laser Line Wavelength: 594 nm or 647 nm
○ Excitation Wavelength Max: 650 nm
○ Emission Wavelength Max: 671 nm
○ Initial Brightness (per ThermoFisher Scientific): 5

*The emission wavelength is always longer (and thus has a lower energy) than the excitation
wavelength, as energy is lost as heat when excited electrons return to their ground state

https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Goat-IgG-H-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A32849
https://www.thermofisher.com/antibody/product/Donkey-anti-Goat-IgG-H-L-Highly-Cross-Adsorbed-Secondary-Antibody-Polyclonal/A32849


Glossary:
● Antibody (Immunoglobulin): proteins produced by the immune system to bind foreign

molecules in the body to facilitate their elimination
○ Produced by B cells - production mechanism harnessed to produce desirable

antibodies in host animals which can then be used to detect molecules of interest
in research

● Antigen: the foreign molecules which antibodies bind to
● Epitope: the attachment of point on an antigen for an antibody
● Isotype: classification of antibodies based on the shape of their heavy-chain constant

region
● IgG (immunoglobulin G): the most common type of antibody isotype in human serum
● Animal Immunization: method of antibody production where target antigen (or

antibody) is injected into a host animal
● Monoclonal Antibody: antibody produced from different B cells in a host animal; can

recognize multiple different epitopes
○ Recovered directly from host serum

● Polyclonal Antibody: antibody produced from identical cloned immune cells; only
recognize a single epitope (higher specificity)

○ Expressed by monoclonal hybridoma cells (produced by fusing spleen cells from
host with immortal myeloma cells)

● Immunogen: antigen which is able to evoke an immune response, including the
production of antibodies

○ In antibody production, immunogens are created by conjugation of the target
antigen with a carrier protein and then injected into the host animal

● Recombinant Antibodies: antibodies produced in vitro using synthetic genes; allows for
long-term secure supply of identical antibodies

● Cross Adsorption: step in secondary antibody purification process where antibodies
which bind to non-target immunoglobulins are filtered out



Data Collection















































Discussion, Conclusion, and
Future Directions



Discussion:
1. Possible Reasons for No Statistical Significance:

a. Low power of study: sample size was too small to yield significant results
■ Sample sizes from experiment:

● Female sham: n=5
● Female RmTBI: n=4
● Small sample size was due to limitations in resources provided for

study
■ A good sample size is 10% of the population)
■ Past studies have used:

● Female sham: n=31
● Female RmTBI: n=30
● Male sham: n=27
● Male RmTBI: n=27

b. High variability in complement C1q and C3 expression between individual
mice

c. No biological effect: RmTBIs do not induce significant changes in C1q and C3
complement expression in female mice

■ Results may be different for male mice
d. RmTBI cascades are time-dependent: C1q and C3 complement levels may have

differed based on time of euthanization/observation
■ Timeline of synaptic pruning (in particular, at what time after injury

pruning peaks) is unknown
e. Transcardial perfusion washes out any soluble complement proteins, only

allowing IHC to detect membrane-bound C1q and C3 deposited on the
synapses

■ Complement can either be soluble or membrane-bound
■ After RmTBI, brain recruits peripheral immune cells (neutrophil,

monocytes/macrophages) into the CNS. These peripheral immune cells
can produce C1q and C3. However, while the soluble complement
produced by peripheral immune cells, microglia, astrocytes, and neurons
may increase, these cannot be detected by IHC and it is unknown whether
this is true or not.

■ Soluble complement may have played a role in synaptic pruning in the
future, although it is unknown whether peripheral immune
cell-synthesized complement play a role in pruning or not.

■ See diagram below:



2. Possible Reasons for Potential C3 Downregulation:
a. Neurons downregulate C3 expression in response to injury of inflammation

■ No concrete biological reason as to why
b. Neuronal death after RmTBI decreases C3 expression

■ Causes of neuron death after RmTBI (part of primary and secondary
injury cascades):

● Diffuse Axonal Injury (DAI): differential velocities of white and
grey matter tear neurons

● Wallerian Degeneration: mechanoporation caused by stretching
causes depolarization of neuron and apoptosis of the distal neuron
segment

● Excitotoxicity: depolarization of pre-synaptic neuron by
mechanoporation causes excessive glutamate neurotransmitter
release to the post-synaptic neuron, triggering calcium influx and
subsequent neuronal death through mitochondrial dysfunction or
cytotoxic molecule release

■ Neurons synthesize both C1q and C3 in CNS
● It is unlikely that this is a cause, as we should also have observed a

potential C1q downregulation if this were the case
c. Increased pruning of synapses decreases C3 expression



■ C3 expression may initially have increased, causing increased synaptic
pruning. However, increased pruning would decrease the number of
synapses available for C3 production and deposition (as synapses are part
of neurons, which synthesize C3), leading to decreased C3 levels being
detected by IHC over time.

■ C3 expression may differ based on time after injury when observations
were taken, and the certainty regarding the optimal time for observation is
again handicapped by lack of knowledge regarding the timeline of pruning
after RmTBIs.

■ See diagram below:



Conclusion:
There was no statistically significant change in the expression of C1q or C3 complement

proteins observed motor cortices of female adolescent mice after RmTBIs, as compared to mice
which underwent sham injuries. However, there may have been a potential decrease in C3
expression in the motor cortices of female adolescent mice. My hypothesis that the mice
subjected to RmTBIs would show a greater increase in C1q and C3 expression compared to mice
subjected to sham injuries was not supported, but my experiment may have yielded different
results had the number of soluble C1q and C3 complement proteins been able to be quantified. In
regards to the effect of RmTBIs on synaptic pruning, which was the focus of my experiment,
although C1q and C3 complement expression was not significantly affected by RmTBIs, changes
in microglia density after RmTBIs may still cause changes in synaptic pruning, which may be
responsible for the cognitive deficits seen after RmTBIs. It is also possible that C1q and C3
complement proteins (and by extension, the complement system) are not responsible for changes
in synaptic pruning after RmTBIs and do not play a crucial role in the neurodegeneration
observed after RmTBIs.

Significance:
1. Better understand the unique pathophysiology of adolescent and female RmTBIs,

especially in regards to synaptic pruning and neuroinflammation
a. Prevent the development of long-term cognitive deficits and NDDs in the future
b. Raise awareness regarding the need for TBI research to be more representative of

adolescent and females, who have previously been overlooked compared to
adults, the elderly, and males. A lack of accurate representation of population
demographics may be responsible for the lack of consistency between TBI studies
and interfere with the applicability of their results.

c. Improve accuracy of TBI education so that the public may be better informed of
the potential risks associated with injury.

d. My results showed that the role of the complement system in adolescent and
female TBIs may not be as substantial as previously thought. These findings can
be used to direct future studies in the direction of investigating other unique injury
mechanisms of adolescent and female TBIs.

2. Investigate the possibility of using complement inhibitors as a potential
pharmaceutical TBI therapy

a. Inhibitors of C3 convertase (converts C3 into C3b, which is involved in synaptic
pruning) has been proposed as a potential pharmaceutical TBI therapy

b. Despite being successful in preclinical studies, no pharmaceutical TBI therapy to
this date has succeeded in clinical trials. As a result, no FDA-approved
pharmaceutical TBI therapy is commercially available.



c. My results indicate that complement inhibitors would not be an effective
pharmaceutical TBI therapy, but these findings can be used to direct future studies
in the direction of other proposed therapies
i. For example, estrogen and progesterone (female sex hormones) are

suspected to have neuroprotective effects and have been proposed as a
potential pharmaceutical TBI therapy



Future Directions:
1. Repeat experiment using male adolescent mice and.or a larger sample size

a. Male mice have been observed to experience more severe motor deficits than
female mice. As a result, they have more dramatic changes in C1q and C3
expression in their motor cortices.

2. Observe complement changes in other regions of the brain
a. Other proposed regions: corpus callosum (CC), thalamus, angular insular

cortex (AID)
i. Changes in microglia and dendritic spine density observed in these regions

after RmTBIs, likely caused by changes in synaptic pruning.
1. Males: decreased microglia and dendritic spine density in AID,

increased dendritic spine density in MC
2. Females: decreased spine density in AID

3. Observe mice at different times after injury
a. Proposed times:

i. 6 hours, 1 day, and 3 days after injury: times of peak peripheral immune
cell recruitment - may indicate peak in RmTBI primary and secondary
cascades

ii. 1 week, 2 weeks, and 1 month after injury: determine long-term
changes in complement expression

4. Use cell markers to tag neurons and compared with IHC results to confirm if all
detected particles are bound to neurons

a. Although blocking was performed to block all non-specific binding sites/epitopes,
background staining may still occur. Background staining occurs when the
primary antibodies bind to a non-target protein (bound to the membrane of a
random cellular structure). This is in contrast to the principal stain, where primary
antibodies correctly tag the C1q and C3 complement proteins (bound to the
synapses of neurons). Since all C1q and C3 complement proteins are expected to
be bound to the synapses of neurons, comparing images from the neuronal cell
marker stains and the IHC would allow me to eliminate any signal that was
background staining, improving the accuracy of my results.

b. See diagram below:



5. Use cell markers to tag peripheral immune cells, microglia, astrocytes, and neurons
a. As these cells are expected to be sources of C1q and C3 synthesis after RmTBIs,

their approximate numbers can be used to estimate the number of C1q and C3
complement proteins (both membrane-bound and soluble) produced.


